PASTA PRODUCTION PLANT
SPECIALISTS
OUR STRONG POINTS

HISTORY
1937

The ﬁrst continuous short-cut
pasta dryer, called the shaker
(trabatto) is created from
Augusto Fava’s idea.

1956

Enrico Fava, Augusto’s eldest
son, enters the company.
The Teless dryer is launched
in the same year; one
of Fava's most brilliant
patents.

1973

Now, it is the second
generation’s turn: Augusto
leaves the company in the hands
of his son Enrico in an exciting
period thanks to the ATR
technology.

CONTINUOUS
INNOVATION
We manufacture lines that
improve the quality of the product
and help people to manage
production in a simple and ﬂexible
manner.
CUSTOMISED
SOLUTIONS
Having gained vast experience
from over 80 years of activity,
Fava is renowned for its sensitivity
to the customers’ requirements,
with support of the laboratory
for technological tests and an
expert engineering service.

1989

Luigi Fava joins the company
and in the same year the ITRG
long-cut pasta drying line
technology is launched;
Fava’s longest-lasting and
highest-performing range
of pasta lines.

FAVA
TRAINING CENTER
A training school for the preparation
of technicians, technologists and R&D
personnel regarding the
production of pasta.

2015

QUALIFIED R&D LABORATORY
It has the most advanced laboratory equipment,
where various dough-making tests can
be carried out for the design of our lines.

The GPL 180 is presented
to the public. A discovery
destined to revolutionise
pasta-making processes.

PRESENCE OF FAVA
LINES WORLDWIDE

THE NUMBERS
Market share

40%
Production
value

>90 million
euro
Lines installed in Italy
Employees

270
LINES INSTALLED
PER TYPE,
LAST 20 YEARS

Contacts

FAVA S.p.A.

80% are Fava lines

Company
surface area
2

Lines
exported

40,000 m

85%

of which 25,000 m² covered

300

215

short-cut
pasta lines

long-cut
pasta lines

Via IV Novembre, 29

44042 Cento (FE) – Italy

info@fava.it

35

specialty
pasta lines

+39 051 6843411
switchboard

43

couscous lines
(last 15 years)
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www.fava.it

